EXTERIOR

You feel it, and it feels
like home.
Timeless, elegant and durable, the essence by which all Glen-Gery products
are created. With over 125 years of industry experience, Glen-Gery is the
superior choice among architects, builders and homeowners who require
high quality building products that meet both innovative design challenges
and demanding construction specifications.

For the home of a lifetime, you want nothing less than the best materials and
workmanship. That’s why year after year homeowners select Glen-Gery.
Our reputation is as solid and enduring as your beautiful, one-of-a-kind
masonry clad home.

Our 10 strategically located manufacturing facilities and expansive network
of over 500 distributors gives us the ability to provide product nationwide.
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Battle Creek

Sonoma Glen Ridge

BRICK

STONE

EXTRUDED BRICK
$–$$
500+ colors
available

MOLDED BRICK
$$
40+ colors
available

PAVING BRICK
$–$$
30+ colors
available

THIN BRICK
$–$$$
Nearly all full size
brick colors available

HANDMADE BRICK
$$$
20+ colors
available

For the complete offering of Glen-Gery products, visit

MANUFACTURED (THIN)
$–$$
60+ colors available

NATURAL (FULL & THIN)
$$–$$$
30+ colors available
www.glengery.com

Nearly all Glen-Gery brick are available in full or thin sizes and can be used in our Thin Tech® wall system.
For the complete offering of Glen-Gery products, visit www.glengery.com
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Marquis (Queen size)

Arches are a classic in masonry design
There are a number of different brick archways to choose from when designing around window and doorway openings,
including jack arches, segmental, semicircular, horseshoe, multi-centered, and many others!
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Danish “1776”
When the raw material is pressed into the
molds of our “1776” products, voids are
left around the edges giving them a more
colonial or antique looking appearance than
typical molded products.

Add elegance and singularity with shapes
Glen-Gery has the ability to manufacture a large
assortment of standard shapes, as well as custom
shapes that allow you to create unique aesthetic
details and distinctive three-dimensional looks.
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50/50 Commons Blend
This extruded product is a blend of two colors
(Illini Commons & Marseilles Commons). The
style is considered an “Old Chicago Common”
with a simulated tumbled texture providing a
unique look in a blend of shades from red to buff.

Design Freedom: The ability to be unique
Brick and/or stone selection is among the most important decisions you will make when customizing your home’s appearance.
After all, it is your home’s visual foundation. Glen-Gery has the ability to blend nearly any brick or stone products to create a custom
look just for you!
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Cedar Creek

Brown: A timeless color
Brown is associated with the earth, nature and the spirit of outdoors. More warm than cool, brown companions beautifully with
landscaping and cultivates a sense of connection and can range from rustic terracotta and mocha to spicy cinnamon and cedar.
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Sonoma Glen Ridge
Earthy brown tones of Sonoma,
coupled with the Glen Ridge profile and
a brown mortar make for a unique and
beautiful application. Glen Ridge can be
installed with or without mortar joints.

Stone: The perfect accent for a craftsman style ranch
Glen-Gery stone is suited to the widest possible variety of residential designs. It responds perfectly to the intentions
and requirements of virtually any project: rugged and rustic (as shown above), dignified and traditional, or suffused with
a domesticated charm. For all its beauty, this product is made to stand up to the rigors of residential use, now and for
many years to come.
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Chisel Gray Stackstone
The signature look of a stackstone
profile, and sophisticated gray
tones with hints of rust found in
Chisel Gray present a rustic
modern look.

The finishing touches
The Landmark Collection of stone offers various
accessories including keystone, rowlock and sill
pieces as shown here. The combination of accessories
completes and complements the masonry work.
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Ellsworth (Queen size)

Kentucky Gray Limestone

The perfect pair
Whether the design intention is to complement or contrast, to
emphasize or balance, the pairing of colors, textures and forms in
these two materials can yield exceptionally attractive results.
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Designing a new ‘old’ home
Homeowners requested a home that looked 100
years old and was designed to last 200 more.
Selecting brick as the primary material was the
obvious choice to achieve the desired look.

Patriot with Brown Classic accents
Patriot with Brown Classic accents made
the perfect combination of new and old for
this stately English Tudor style home!
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Avignon HMOS
This white/cream handmade brick is one of our
most popular handmade products, which is no
surprise—its stunning! Special coatings, layering of
shades and its intrinsic translucency distinguishes
this product as a warm neutral color.

Designing with shapes
Incorporating standard or custom shapes will focus the
attention on the intricate details expected from a home
built with Glen-Gery handmade brick.
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Sahara HMOS
The subtle range of tans in this product
speak volumes. Each brick is prepared
and molded by hand for individuality of
texture, creating a look that is organic, soft
and easy.

Versatility of brick
Utilizing brick in unique ways such as pool
surrounds, pillars, walls and outdoor living
spaces creates elegance and style.

La Salle and La Salle Thin Brick
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A stately Georgian Colonial style home
The all brick exterior of this home has five chimneys, six dormers and many other
architectural features. Brick piers rise from the lower level to the main level terrace
and are joined by beautiful archways in the rear of the home. The brickwork continues
inside in the impressive wine cellar and bar area. The La Salle brick was cut into thin
brick for interior work.
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Environmentally friendly
Our finely crafted Landmark Collection
meets high environmental standards and
can contribute to LEED Certification.
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San Moritz Fieldstone
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Red Colonial (Norman size)
Combining a smooth red
color with the long and narrow
dimension of a norman size
brick delivers a modern style
great for indoors and out.

Contemporary-Modern masonry design
Brickwork and contemporary-modern home designs go hand in hand - both evoking clean and simple lines. Homes
often have flat or shedline rooflines and a nice amount of glass which both attribute to the simplicity in design.
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Cedar Lake Thin Brick

Sonoma Glen Ridge

Combining brick and stone
Glen-Gery stone is especially well suited for use
in combination with Glen-Gery brick and other building
materials. Whether it constitutes the home’s dominant
design element, or it is used as a highlight and accent,
the results speak to its highly versatile capabilities.
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Prescott (Queen size)

Time Tested
Brick’s universal appeal is founded on several compelling
qualities that are the hallmarks of fine home construction. It is
virtually maintenance-free, standing up to the elements year
after year with virtually no care required by the homeowner.
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Inspired by Nature
Our products embrace our sense of comfort and well-being,
and makes us feel connected to the environment in beautiful
colors that spring from nature itself: earthy browns; sunny
and playful tans; whites muted as a shoreline or brilliantly
crisp like a frosted wintry morning; rich and fiery reds, and
delicately blushed roses to name a few.

Chelsea (Queen size)
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Subtle accents speak volumes
Sills, radials, soldier course and arches framing
windows and doorways offer opportunities to
mix color and add depth.
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53-DD with 56-DD accents
The exquisite shading and sand-finished
textures of our genuine molded brick
imbue a depth and visual appeal that has
no equal.
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Buckingham Fieldstone
A beautiful combination of irregular shape
and natural stone colors make this one
of our most popular products in the
Landmark Collection.

Modern farmhouse clad with Glen-Gery stone
Glen-Gery stone homes offer a unique combination of
natural beauty and historic style that few others can
match. The color combination and detail seen on this
modern farmhouse is impeccable, from the masonry all
the way down to the landscaping, not a beat was missed
when designing this home.

Buckingham Ledgestone
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INTERIOR

Integrate
brick or stone
into your
interior design.
Highlight your home’s exterior by integrating
brick or stone into your interior design. An
average wall can become the very focal point
of any living space when clad in brick or stone
from floor to ceiling—giving life to your home in
so many ways!

Silverbrook Thin Brick
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Ashford Stackstone

Milwaukee Thin Brick
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Southern Malt Cut Cobble

Endless Options
The use of masonry on interior spaces enriches the overall look
of the space whether it be a simple accent wall, fireplace, bar
surround or dramatic wine cellar. The options are endless!

Buckingham Glen Ridge

Nob Hill Thin Brick

Brandywine HMOS Thin Brick
Not all Thin Brick are recommended for use in interior paving applications.
Please consult a masonry professional to ensure proper design/installation.
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REMODEL

Glen-Gery StoneFit Wall System
with DryFit Technology .

®

®

StoneFit with DryFit Technology® is an innovative
stone cladding solution with patented tongue and groove
panels that interlock the stone pieces together without
the use of mortar. The panels are mechanically secured
with attachment brackets that can be drilled directly into
structural sheathing, regardless of stud location.

Maple Ridge Tightstack

Glacier Frost Tightstack
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Thin Tech patented
masonry support system.
®

Thin Tech® is a mechanical support and spacing panel for Thin Brick veneers,
stone and tile. Constructed with high-grade architectural steel and a galvanized
thermal coating, Thin Tech® panels provide ultimate durability and strength.

After

Before
Thin Tech® Elite System
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OUTDOOR
LIVING

Take in the outdoors.
Masonry work lends itself especially well to landscaping. Walls, patios, courtyards, paths,
posts and outdoor fireplaces are aesthetic and functional treatments that can raise the
value of your property.

Danish “1776”

Monticello HMOS
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Ashford Ledgestone

DEALERS/
DISTRIBUTORS

Glen-Gery at your fingertips.
Long before the mason’s trowel hits the mortar, you will start planning your home. The
best place to begin is by visiting a Glen-Gery Masonry Supply Center or any of the
hundreds of authorized Glen-Gery distributor showrooms located across the country to
see the many colors, textures and styles of Glen-Gery products.

If you can’t get to a showroom at the moment, then try
out our virtual design tool, Picture Perfect. The program
contains nearly all of our brick and stone products as
well as more than two-dozen preloaded homes to begin
designing. Users also have the ability to upload and
design their own images, applying our products to their
very own homes instantly without spending a cent! Use
the new complimentary match tool to help select the
best combinations of brick, stone, trim and roof colors!
Visit: www.glengery.com/visualizer
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Top: Dearborn (Engineer size) Above Left: Monticello HMOS
Above Right: Allegheny Cut Cobble and Lockport (Engineer size)

Due to printing limitations, color and texture may vary from actual product. Final selection should always be based on an actual product sample.
For more information, contact your Glen-Gery representative. © 2019 Glen-Gery Corporation • 1/19/TSG/10M

484.663.5397
glengery.com

